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Abstract . The Fibonacci-like polynomials G„(x) are defined by the recursive 
formula G7l(x) = xG n _ 1 ( a : )+G I l _ 2 (x ) for n>2, where G 0 (x) and G ^ x ) are given seed-
polynomials. The notat ion G n (x) = G„(G 0 (x) ,Gi(x) ,x) is also used. In this paper we de-
termine the location of the zeros of polynomials G n (a ,x+6 ,x) and give some bounds for 
the absolute values of complex roots of these polynomials if a ,b£R and a^O. Our result 
generalizes the result of P . E. RICCI who investigated this problem in the case a = 6 = l . 
Introduction 
Let GQ(X) and G\{x) be polynomials with real coefficients. For any 
n E N \ { 0 , l } the polynomial Gn(x) is defined by the recurrence relation 
(1) Gn(x) - xGn-i(x) + Gn-2(x) 
and these polynomials are called Fibonacci-like polynomials. If it is nec-
essary then the initial or seed polynomials Co (a:) and G\(x) can also be 
detected and in this case we use the form Gn(x) — Gn{G{){x)^ G\ (x), z). 
Note that G n (0 ,1 ,1) = FN where FN is the n t h Fibonacci number. 
In some earlier papers the Fibonacci-like polynomials and other poly-
nomials, defined by similar recursions, were studied. G . A . M O O R E [5] 
and H . P R O D I N G E R [6] investigated the maximal real roots (zeros) of the 
polynomials Gn(-l,x - l . Z ) (N > 1) . HONGQUAN Yu, Yl W A N G and 
M I N G FENG H E [2] studied the Hmit of maximal real roots of the polynomi-
als G„(-Ű, x — a,x) if a £ R+ as n tends to infinity. 
Under some restrictions in [3] we proved a necessary and sufficient 
condition for seed-polynomials when the set of the real roots of polynomi-
als Gn{Go{x), G\ (z), x) (n = 0,1, 2,. . .) has nonzero accumulation points. 
These accumulation points can be effectively determined. In [4], using this 
result, we proved the following 
Theorem A. I f a < 0 or 2<a then, apart from 0, the single accu-
mulation point of the set of real roots of polynomials Gn(a , x ± a, x) (n = 
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1 , 2 , . . .) is while in the case 0 < a < 2 the above set has no nonzero 
accumulation point. 
According to Theorem A, apart from finitely many real roots, all of the 
real roots of polynomials Gn(a, x ± a, x) (a E R \ { 0 } , n — 1 , 2 , . . . ) can be 
found in the open intervals 
a) , a(2 - a) , a(2 
± - £, ± - + £ or ( - £ , e ) , 
a — 1 a — 1 
where £ is an arbitrary positive real number. 
Investigating the complex zeros of Fibonacci-like polynomials V. E. 
H O G A T T , JR. and M. BLCKNELL [1] proved that the roots of the equation 
Gn(0,1, x) = 0 are xk = 2i cos (A; = 1, 2, 1), i.e. apart from 0 if n 
is even, all of the roots are purely imaginary and their absolute values are 
less than 2. P. E. R i c c i [7] among others studied the location of zeros of 
polynomials Gn(l,x -f l , x ) and proved the following result. 
T h e o r e m B. All of the complex zeros of polynomials Gn(l,x + 1, x) 
(n = 1, 2 , . . . ) are in or on the circle with midpoint (0, 0) and radius 2 in the 
Gaussian plane. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the result of P . E. R i c c i 
for the polynomials Gn(a,x + b,x) where a, b 6 R and a / 0, i.e. to give 
bounds for the absolute values of zeros. To prove our results we are going 
to use linear algebraic methods as it was applied by P . E. R l C C l [7], too. 
At the end of this part we list some terms of the polynomial sequence 
Gn(x) = Gn(a, x + 6, x) (n = 2, 3 , . . .). We have 
( ^ ( x ) = x2 -f bx + a, 
G3(X) = x3 + bx2 + (a + l)x + b, 
G4(x) = X4 + bx3 + (a + 2)x2 + 2 bx + a, 
G5(X) = x5 + bx4 + (a + 3)x3 + 3 bx2 + (2a + l)x + b, 
Ge{x) = x6 + bx5 + (a + 4)z4 + 4 bx3 + (3a + 3)x2 + 3 bx + a. 
K n o w n facts from linear algebra 
To estimate the absolute values of zeros of polynomials Gn(a,x + 
b,x) (n > 1) we need the following notations and theorem. Let A = ( a^ ) 
be an n X n matrix with complex entries, A; (I = 1, 2 , . . . , n) and f(x) de-
note the eigenvalues and the characteristic polynomial of A, respectively. It 
is known that 
(2) / (A,) = 0 
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and 
(3) max IAi| < ||A||, 
where ||A|| denotes a norm of the matrix A. In this paper we apply the 
norms 
(4) lí-A-j^  = n m a x J ö j J j 
and 
(5) l | A | | , = / D ° 2 ij I 
M 
Using the so called Gershgorin's theorem we can get a better estimation 
for the absolute values of the roots of f(x) = 0 and it gives the location of 
zeros of / (x) , too. Let us consider the sets C, of complex numbers z defined 
by 
(6) Ci - {z : I z - an[ < r{} , 
where i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n and 
n 
(7) ri = £laiJl (n > 2). 
; = i 
So CI is the set of complex numbers 2 which are inside the circle or on 
the circle with midpoint an and radius r t in the complex plane. These 
sets (circles) are called to be Gershgorin-circles. Using these notations we 
formulate the following well-known theorem. 
Gershgorin's theorem. Let n > 2. For every i (1 < i < n) there 
exists a j (1 < j < n) such that 
(8) X l G C , 
and so 
(9) { A i , A j , . . . , A n } c C i U C 2 U - - - U C „ . 
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Theorems and the Main Result 
Let us consider the n X n matrix 
0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
, 
-i 0 -i 
0 - 2 0 / 
where 6 E R and a £ R \ {0}. 
Further on we prove the following 
Theorem 1. Let n > 1 and a, 6 G R (a / 0). The characteristic 
polynomial of matrix An is the polynomial Gn(a, x + b, x). 
Let n > 2 and a, 6 £ R (a ^ 0). If Ani, An2,. . . , Ann denote the zeros 
of the polynomial Gn(a, x + 6, x) then, using the norms defined by (4) and 
(5) for the matrix A n , one can get the following estimations by (2),(3) and 
Theorem 1. 
/-b -ai 0 
-i 0 -i 
0 -i 0 
0 0 0 
V 0 0 0 
(10) max |Am j < n max( |a | , |6|, 1) 1 < i < n 
and 
(11) max |Amj < y/a2 + b2 + 2n - 3. 1 < i < n 
From (10) and (11) it can be seen that these bounds depend on a, 6 
and n but using the Gershgorin-circles we can get a more precise bound for 
IA
 m-| and this bound depends only on a and b. 
We shall prove 
Theorem 2. Let n > 2 and a, b E R (a / 0) and let us denote by K\ 
the set K\ = {z : \z + 6| < |a|} and by K2 the set Ii2 - {z : \z\ < 2} in the 
Gaussian plane. Then 
(12) A 
n 1 1 ^n2 •> • • • 1 ^ n n 6 K1 U K2. 
Now we are able to formulate our main result. 
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Main Result . For any n > 1 and fl,Ä£R(a/0) if Gn(a, x + b, x) = 0, 
then 
(13) \x\ <max(|fl| + |6|,2), 
i.e. the absolute values of all zeros of all polynomial terms of polynomial 
sequence Gn(a, x + 6, x) (n = 1, 2,3,.. .) have a common upper bound, and 
by (13) this bound depends only on a and b in explicit way. 
We mention that Theorem B can be obtained as a special case (a = 
b = 1) of our Main Result. 
Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is known that the characteristic polynomial 
fn(x) of matrix A n can be obtained by the determinant of matrix x\n - A n , 
where l n is the n X n unit matrix. So 
f x + b ai 0 • • • 0 0 0 \ 
i x i ••• 0 0 0 
(14) fn(x) = det (xln - A n ) = det 
0 i x • • • 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ••• i x i 
\ 0 0 0 • • • 0 i x ) 
We prove the theorem by induction on n. It can be seen directly that fi(x) = 
x + b = Gi (a, x -f 6, x) and /2(2) = x2 -f bx + a = G2(a, x -f b. x). Let us 
suppose that / n _ 2 ( z ) = Gn-2(a, x + 6, x) and fn-i(x) = G n _ i ( a , x + b, x) 
hold for an integer n > 3. Then developing (14) with respect to the last 
column and the resulting determinant with respect to the last row, we get 
fn{x) = xfn-i(x) - ilfn-2{x) = xfn-i(x) + fn-2(x), 
i.e. by our induction hipothesis 
fn(x) = xGn-i(a,x + b,x) + Gn-2(a.x -f b,x) 
and so by (1) 
fn(x) = Gn(a, x + 6, x) 
holds for every integer n > 1. 
Proof of the Theorem 2. From the matrix An we determine the so-
called Gershgorin-circles. By the definition of A n and (6) now there are only 
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two distinct Gershgorin-circles. The midpoints of these circles are — 6 and 0 
in the Gaussian plane, while by (7) their radii are jaj and 2, respectively, i.e. 
they are the sets (circles) Ii\ and K2 . (We omitted the circle with midpoint 
0 and radius 1, because this circle is contained by one of the above circles.) 
Since Gn(fl, x + b, x) is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A n , 
and A N L , X N 2 , . . . , AN N are the zeros of it so from ( 8 ) and (9) we get that 
5 ? • • • J ^nn G U Ii
 2 . 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of the M a i n Resu l t . We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2 
that the Gershgorin-circles K\ and K2 don't depend on n if n > 2, therefore 
for any n > 2 the zeros of the polynomials Gn(a, x + b, x) belong to the sets 
(circles) Ii 1 and Ii2. I.e. if Gn(a,x + b.x) = 0 for a complex x, then 
(15) \x\ < max(|a| + |6| ,2). 
Since Gi(a,x + b,x) = 0 if x = -b therefore (15) also holds if n = 1. This 
completes our proof for every integer n > 1. 
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